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ABSTRACT

The endochronic degradation of MOS devices arising from the global response of the device parameters collectively deteriorating under the repetitive influence of electrical overstresses (cumulative subcatastrophic levels) such as electrostatic discharge (ESD), electromagnetic pulsing (EMP), etc., is quantified in terms of noise characteristics. Life-time studies depicting the degradation of a test device are presented. Computed and experimental data are furnished.

INTRODUCTION

Studies on gate-oxide degradation of electrically overstressed MOS devices subjected to ESD/EMP environments are useful to establish design-reviews required to achieve reduced device instabilities and improved performance reliability.

The effect of electrical-overstressing of gate-oxides primarily causes charge-trapping in the oxide-region together with the corresponding changes in the interface states.1 In general, intensity, polarity and the rate of occurrence of overstressing voltages would determine the extent of damage to the insulator integrity.2 While high-level zaps would cause oxide puncture(s) with catastrophic (irreversible) damages, subcatastrophic transients occurring repeatedly may cause a cumulative growth of device degradation and the time-dependent or endochronic damage of the device would be reflected in measurable parameters,3 such as transconductance (g_m), threshold voltage (V_t), etc. Inasmuch as all the degrading device parameters are interdependent, the cohesive damage of the device should be assessed by an appropriate characteristic function which collectively represents the net physical damage due to overstressings. It is presently demonstrated that noise characteristics can depict the global representation of the stochastical variations in charge-trapping and interface generation under external overstressings; and noise measurements of degraded devices can therefore be useful for accelerated test procedures adopted in life-time modeling strategies.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The ESD phenomena normally encountered can be simulated by three well-established models, namely, (a) human-body model, (b) charged-device model, and (c) field-induced model. The human-body model (Fig. 1) depicts the transfer of static from a charged individual to ground via the test device.

Charged-device model represents the bleed-off of accumulated charge upon the device-surface to ground through the pin and conductive parts of the active device (Fig. 2). The third model simulates the effect of the charge distribution and discharge when a device is exposed to a static-electric field (Fig. 3).

FIG 1  HUMAN - BODY MODEL
experimental results due to Abowitz et al (Fig. 4). Hence the time-dependent history of $N_S$ as controlled by any external overstressings can be tracked via the assessment of $R_N$.

The field-effect mobility is also dependent on $N_S$ and is therefore linked with the device parameters $\mu_a$ and $V_t$. Explicitly,

$$\mu_a = \frac{1}{1+N_S} \mu_{0a} = \frac{1}{1+(V_C-V_t)}$$

Here $\mu_a$ and $N_S$ are constants and $\mu_{0a}$ refers to the value of $\mu_a$ under unstressed conditions. Further, $V_C$ is the applied gate potential.

From Eq. (1) and (2), the following relation can be obtained:

$$\frac{\Delta \mu_a}{\mu_{0a}} = \frac{\Delta N_S}{N_S} (2 - \frac{1}{1+(V_C-V_t)})$$

The constant $\beta$ has the approximate values of 0.138 and 0.308 for the n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs, respectively.

When a MOS device is subjected to an electrical overstressing at the gate due to an impulsive transient caused by an ESD (or an EHP), the corresponding induction of charge-trapping and generation of interface states can be equivalently represented by an input noise resistance $R_N$ given by

$$R_N = \frac{N_S}{kT} \left( \frac{q^2 \mu}{\varepsilon a} \right) \left( \frac{2}{\mu a} \right)$$

where $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature (°C), $q$ is the electronic charge. Further, $a_0$ and $\varepsilon a$ are the thickness and the permittivity of the gate-oxide, respectively; $N_S$ is the surface-state density and $\mu_{\varepsilon a}$ refers to the field-effect mobility to low field-mobility ratio.

Eq. (1) indicates that $R_N$ is directly proportional to $N_S$, concurring with the
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**FIG 3: FIELD-INDUCED MODEL**
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**FIG 4: SURFACE STATE DENSITY VERSUS NOISE RESISTANCE: MOS DEVICE (REF 7)**

**EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES**

A typical n-channel (enhancement mode) MOSFET was subjected to subcatastrophic zaps at its gate-input using a human-body ESD simulator (Fig. 1). Variations of $\mu_a$ and $V_t$ were measured as the functions of the number of zaps. Fig. 5 illustrates the relevant results.
NOISE PARAMETER VERSUS AGING

Using the results presented in Fig. 5, the fractional change in $R_n$ as a function of the number of saps (3) can be calculated via Eq. (3). Thus Fig. 6 depicts the relevant computed data showing that the rate of variation of $R_n$ is approximately twice as that of $R_n^*$. Further, $\Delta R_n/R_n^*$ is linearly proportional to $t$ confirming the observations of Abbott, et al. [7] Hence, the present study indicates the plausibility of assessing the EOS-based degradation via noise characterization.

AGING MODEL

Cumulative build-up of degradation with the recurrence of saps amounts to a dormant stage of failure during which the device would exhibit a performance degradation leading to out-of-spec condition(s). This device-aging can be assessed by measuring the time variation of a nondestructive property ($p$) such as a noise parameter as indicated in the present analysis. Suppose two time-variation curves are obtained corresponding to two distinct (subcatastrophic) stress-levels. The functional form of $p$ will be independent of the stress magnitude and the two curves will have the same shape, but different length (along the time axis) as shown in Fig. 7. The times corresponding to same (extent of) aging under two distinct stress levels can be denoted as $t_1$ and $t_2$ (Fig. 7) and are known as "equivalent times." [9] By the application of "equivalent aging principle," it is possible to relate the equivalent times in terms of their corresponding stress levels, namely, $V_1$ and $V_2$. It is given by

$$V_1^* t_1 = V_2^* t_2 = K_1 \text{ (Constant)}$$

where $n$ is the endurance coefficient. Eq. 4 can also be written in terms of the average numbers of saps $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ occurred during the period $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively. That is,

$$V_1^* Z_1 = V_2^* Z_2 = K_2 \text{ (Constant)}$$

Thus, from Eq. 4 or 5, for a given severity level, the corresponding value of failure-time (or average number saps during the period of failure-time) can be assessed by determining the values of $n$ and $K$. 

FIG 5 VARIATION OF $R_n$, $V_n$, WITH RESPECT TO NUMBER OF ZAPS

FIG 6 DEGRADATION VERSUS TIME UNDER TWO DISTINCT STRESS LEVELS

FIG 6 INCREASE IN NOISE RESISTANCE WITH NUMBER OF ZAPS
Further, the device reliability relevant to the endochronic degradation can be modeled by assuming that degradation rate is proportional to the existing degradation. The proportionality constant is a positively distributed random variable and the extent of degradation would tend to be asymptotically log-normal. Hence the general form of life distribution \( Z \) (number of zaps) is given by

\[
\ln(p) - \Phi \left( \frac{r - r_c}{\sigma} \right) = \ln(p_c) - \Phi \left( \frac{r - r_c}{\sigma} \right)
\]

where \( \Phi \) is the standard normal distribution and \( P_c = r - r_c \). Here \( r = \Delta R_p/R_p \) and the suffix \( c \) depicts the critical value of \( r \). Further \( \ln(p_c) \) has a mean value of \( a \) and a standard deviation of \( \sigma \). This log-normal aspect of life-time statistics as applied to endochronic degradation has been verified by the authors (with the MOS input leakage current as the control parameter, \( p \) and the results are presented elsewhere.\( \)\( ^{11} \)

CONCLUSIONS

From the results presented here, the following conclusions can be inferred:

1. Noise parameter changes in a MOS device subjected to electrical overstressings represent the global, time-dependent degradation.

2. Such noise parameter variation expressed in terms of the fractional change in the noise resistance \( R_p \), is explicitly related to two major MOS-device parameters, namely, \( g_m \) and \( V_t \) (Eq. 3).

3. The rate of change of \( R_p \) with respect to the number of zaps is approximately linear.

4. Further, this rate of change of \( R_p \) is approximately twice the corresponding change in \( g_m \).

5. Using \( \Delta V_t/R_p \) as a control parameter \( (p) \), the principle of equivalent aging can be applied to MOS degradation for accelerated aging studies.

6. The degradation process can be modeled with log-normal distribution for relevant lifetime statistical analysis.
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ABSTRACT - Design-reviews required to achieve improved performance reliability warrant the assessment of gate-insulator degradation in metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) devices caused by electrical overstress (EOS), such as electrostatic discharge (ESD), electromagnetic pulsing (EMP), electrostatic discharges (ESD) and/or electromagnetic pulsing (EMP). The collective effect of all the degrading parameters of the stressed devices can be cohesively studied via noise performance characteristics, as indicated in the present analysis. The global influence of overstressing is quantified in terms of degrading noise parameters in a life-time prediction effort. Relevant test calculations and experimental data are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Assessment of gate-insulator degradation in metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) subjected to electrical overstressing (EOS) environments involving electrostatic discharges (ESD) and/or electromagnetic pulsing (EMP). The collective response of all the degrading parameters of the stressed devices can be cohesively studied via noise performance characteristics, as indicated in the present analysis. The global influence of overstressing is quantified in terms of degrading noise parameters useful in life-time prediction efforts. Relevant test calculations and experimental data are presented.

ANALYSIS

In the present studies, an analytical formulation relating the charge-trapping and electrical overstressing is derived in terms of an equivalent noise resistance. Measured data acquired from a typical MOS integrated circuit subjected to electrical overstressings are presented.
permittivity of the gate-oxide, respectively; $N_s$ is the surface-state density and $\mu_s/\mu_o$ refers to the field-effect mobility to low-field mobility-ratio.

Eqn. (1) indicates that $R_{N}$ is directly proportional to $N_s$ concurring with the experimental results due to Abowitz, et al [7], (Fig. 4). Hence the endochronic history of $N_s$ as dictated by external overstressings can be tracked via noise parameter measurements.

The field-effect mobility is itself dependent on $N_s$ as well as on the other device parameters, namely, the transconductance ($g_m$) and the threshold voltage ($V_t$). Explicitly, by using the results of Hsu and Tam [3] and Akers, et al [8], one obtains

$$\frac{\mu_s}{\mu_o} = \frac{1}{1+\alpha N_s} = \frac{g_m}{g_{mo}} = \frac{1}{1 + \beta (V_t - V_{th})}$$

(2)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are constants and $g_{mo}$ refers to $g_m$ under unstressed conditions. Further, $V_t$ is the applied gate potentials.

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), the following relation is obtained for the fractional values of $R_N$, $V_t$ and $g_m$.

$$\frac{\Delta R_N}{R_N} = \frac{\Delta g_m}{g_m} \left(2 - \frac{1}{1 + \alpha N_s} \frac{V_t - V_{th}}{g_{mo}}\right)$$

(3)

**EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES**

A typical n-channel (enhancement mode) MOSFET was subjected to subcatastrophic saps at its gate-input using a human-body simulator (Fig. 1). Variations of $g_m$ and $V_t$ measured as the functions of the number of saps. Fig. 5 illustrates the relevant results.
The fractional change in $R_N$ as a function of the number of zaps can be calculated using Eqn. (3) and the measured data in Fig. 5. The corresponding results are presented in Fig. 6.

From the data presented in Fig. 6, it can be ascertained that $\frac{dR_N}{R_N} \propto Z$ (number of zaps), closely agreeing with the observations by Abowitz et al. [7]. Further, the rate of change of $R_N$ is approximately twice that of $g_m$. That is, the degradation can be more accurately assessed in terms of noise parameter measurements than by $g_m$ determination.

Cumulative build-up of degradation with the recurrence of zaps amounts to a dormant stage of failure during which the device would exhibit a performance degradation leading to out-of-spec condition(s). This device-aging can be assessed by measuring the time variation of a nondestructive property ($p$) such as a noise parameter as indicated in the present analysis. Suppose two time-variation curves are obtained corresponding to two distinct (subcatastrophic) stress-levels. The functional form of $p$ will be independent of the stress magnitude and the two curves will have the same shape, but different length (along the time axis) as shown in Fig. 7. The times corresponding to same (extent of) aging under two distinct stress levels can be denoted as $t_1$ and $t_2$ (Fig. 7) and are known as "equivalent times" [9]. By the application of "equivalent aging principle," it is possible to relate the equivalent times in terms of their corresponding stress levels, namely, $V_1$ and $V_2$. It is given by [9]

$$V_1^n t_1 = V_2^n t_2 = K_1 \quad \text{(Constant)} \quad (4)$$

where $n$ is the endurance coefficient. Eqn. 4 can also be written in terms of the average numbers of zaps $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ occurred during the period $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively. That is, $V_1^n Z_1 = V_2^n Z_2 = K_2 \quad \text{(Constant)} \quad (5)$

Thus, from Eqn. 4 or 5, for a given severity level, the corresponding value of failure-time (or average number zaps during the period of failure-time) can be assessed by determining the values of $n$, $K_1$, and $K_2$.

Further, the device reliability relevant to the endochronic degradation can be modeled by assuming that degradation rate is proportional to the existing degradation [10]. The proportionality constant is a positively distributed random variable and the extent of degradation would tend to be asymptotically log-normal. Hence the general form of life distribution $Z$ (number of zaps) is given by

$$G(z, p_c) = 1 - \phi \left( \frac{\ln(p_c) - \mu}{\sigma} \right)$$

where $\phi$ is the standard normal distribution and $p_c = r - R_c$. Here $r = \frac{0.9}{0.8}$ and the suffix $c$ depicts the critical value of $r$. Further $\ln(p_c)$ has a mean value of $\mu$ and a standard deviation of $\sigma$. This log-normal aspect of life-time statistics as applied to
endocronic degradation has been verified by the authors (with the MOS input leakage current as the control parameter, p) and the results are presented elsewhere [11].

CONCLUSIONS

From the results presented here, the following conclusions can be inferred:

1. Noise parameter changes in a MOS device subjected to electrical overstressings represent the global, time-dependent degradation.
2. Such noise parameter variation expressed in terms of the fractional change in the noise resistance ($R_N$), is explicitly related to two major MOS-device parameters, namely, $g_m$ and $V_t$ (Eqn. 3).
3. The rate of change of $R_N$ with respect to the number of zaps is approximately linear.
4. Further, this rate of change of $R_N$ is approximately twice the corresponding change in $g_m$.
5. Using $\Delta R_N/R_N$ as a control parameter (p), the principle of equivalent aging can be applied to MOS degradation for accelerated aging studies.
6. The degradation process can be modeled with log-normal distribution for relevant lifetime statistical analysis.
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